
 
Regional Off-Grid Electrification Project (ROGEP) 

Component 1 C: Risk Mitigation Facility   

Due to the strategic importance of energy in achieving the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), ECREEE 
is preparing to implement the proposed Regional Off-Grid Electrification Project (ROGEP), with support 
from the World Bank and its Lighting Africa Program. ROGEP aims to enhance electricity access in West 
Africa and Sahel region, through standalone solar systems (solar lanterns, solar home systems, solar water 
pumps, solar mills, solar sewing machines, etc.). The World Bank has provided ECREEE a Project 
Preparation Advance for the preparation phase. ECREEE has set up a Project Implementation Unit, 
discussing with stakeholder and identifying the major challenges and mitigation measures towards 
creating the off-grid market in West Africa.  
 
The project, with an estimated overall budget of USD 200 million, covers 19 countries: Benin, Burkina 
Faso, Cabo Verde, Cote d’Ivoire, Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, Guinea Bissau, Liberia, Mali, Niger, Nigeria, 
Sierra Leone, Senegal, Togo, Cameroon, CAR, Chad, and Mauritania.  
 
ROGEP comprises two major components, with respective sub-components:  
Component 1 - Supporting the acceleration of the Regional Market  

Subcomponent 1 A: The Enabling Environment  
Subcomponent 1 B: Entrepreneurship Support  
Subcomponent 1 C: Risk Mitigation Facility  

Component 2 - Access to Finance  
Subcomponent 2 A: Support the supply side of market development.  
Subcomponent 2 B: Support the demand side of market development. 

 

 

  



 
Commercial banks, and other prospective lenders, are often reluctant to lend to Small and Medium 

Enterprises (SMEs) in general, and even more so, for SMEs in the off-grid solar market, which they may 

not be familiar with.  Negative factors include perceived borrower credit risk, insufficient track record, 

and insufficient collateral to secure loans.  Banks prefer hard assets as collateral and find it difficult to 

assess the value of assets such as receivables. Most of the receivables for such companies are from many 

small customers through the Pay as You Go (PaYGo) business model.  Moreover, it is not generally feasible 

for lenders to price this extra risk into their interest rates.  The rates are already as high as borrowers in 

this market can bear, given the fundamental payback characteristics of solar equipment.  Imposing higher 

rates on borrowers in such a business would increase the probability of default and thus be self-defeating.  

Commercial lenders will simply not lend to borrowers with these negative factors, without the proposed 

risk-sharing facility.       

Public sector customers comprising schools and hospitals have additional commercial risks.  They may be 

subject to delays or reductions in government funding, and there is a higher potential risk of enforcing 

commercial payment disciplines, such as disconnecting electricity services in case of non-payment. For 

these reasons, solar companies serving public institutions, could need a higher level of risk mitigation.   

Feedback from commercial finance institutions during ROGEP project preparation suggests that they will 

require some degree of risk sharing with donors to participate effectively in this market.   

Under this Sub-Component, a Risk Mitigation Framework to be managed by ECREEE will facilitate the 

provision of risk sharing provided by the donors to the following three types of beneficiary: (i) commercial 

Financial Institutions (FIs) lending to solar equipment distributors, energy service companies, households 

or productive end users; (ii) solar energy debt funds requiring credit enhancement to tap capital markets; 

and (iii) energy service companies electrifying public institutions that depend on public funding.   

The financial instruments employed will depend on the type of transaction covered and the instruments 

offered by each donor.  Different donors may offer equity, debt, grant or guarantee instruments, or a 

combination thereof.  Risk mitigation facilities will therefore be set up on a case by case basis under the 

Risk Mitigation Framework as each commercial finance institution joins the ROGEP project.  ECREEE will 

help match the needs of each commercial finance institution with the products and services offered by 

each of the donors.   

Figures 1 and 2 below illustrate the risk mitigation structures and how they fit with the credit lines in 

Component 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

In the case of the commercial finance institutions channel (Figure 1), risk cover provided by donors may 

reduce the amount of tier 2 capital the lenders need to back their lending programs depending on the 

banking sector regulatory environment.  This will reduce funding costs and thus mitigate the risk of under-

utilization of the credit line. Risk sharing will better align the interests of the donors to the interests of  

commercial finance institutions in ROGEP, leading to a more effective partnership.  The level of risk cover 

might vary for each country and type of borrower.   Typically, risk facilities may offer up to 50:50 cover, 

meaning the donors and the finance institutions would take equal shares in any losses.  Some donors may 

offer first loss cover and other a “pari pasu” arrangement.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The second option is through the debt fund channel with capital market funding. In its first year of 

operation the fund will likely require credit enhancement to achieve a satisfactory credit rating for issuing 

bonds.  A partial guarantee of the debt fund’s pool of receivables will be structured with participating 

donors. The structure of the guarantee and degree of cover will be determined in coordination with the 

credit rating agencies that will conduct due diligence on the debt fund and determine its rating. The 

capacity of the debt fund to raise capital will depend on the amount of seed funding provided and the 

amount of cover provided by the portfolio guarantee.   
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Figure 1. Commercial finance institutions (FIs) Channel 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The public institutions market for standalone solar equipment is not currently served by the private sector 

owing to higher perceived credit/commercial risks.  Under a Public Private Partnership (PPP) arrangement, 

the risk mitigation facility could then provide breach of contract cover to the energy service companies to 

take care of termination payments in the event of payment interruption by the government. 

This risk mitigation facility would operate on the following principles: 

(i) The facility would be structured so that multiple development partners can contribute to the 

risk mitigation fund, to share risks and increase the available amount of risk cover. The 

relatively large size of the credit line (USD 140 m), the large geographical area covered and 

diversity of borrowers all suggest the need for a collaborative approach.  The facility structure 

must be sufficiently flexible to allow each donor to utilize the financial instruments it can 

offer, for example, grants, equity, or guarantees.   

(ii) The facility would offer risk sharing to the commercial lenders that require it.  This would also 

indirectly benefit the regional or national development banks in the chain who will be exposed 

to the credit risk of the commercial lenders.  

(iii) Owing to the small size of loans, the cover would probably be extended on a loan portfolio 

basis and depend on overall portfolio performance.   

(iv) To reduce the additional risk exposure of the solar companies serving the public institutions, 

there might be a need for governments to provide specific “payment guarantees” to cover 

the risk of non-payment by such public institutions.   

Several options could co-exist in the risk mitigation facility managed by ECREEE (Figure 3): 

Option 1 – Establish a new financial entity (a “Guarantee Fund”) supported by the donors to offer partial 

guarantees to private lenders based on portfolio performance. The donors would combine their financial 
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Figure 2 Debt Fund Channel with Capital Market Funding 



 
instruments to support the new fund as required with equity, debt and grants.  The equity investors would 

include donors with equity instruments, and possibly private investors.   

Option 2 – Donors offer risk mitigation directly to participating commercial lenders on a case by case basis, 

based on portfolio performance, sharing risks among the donors according to their capacity and available 

financial instruments. Governments could participate in the guarantee alongside donors to provide 

payment guarantees. 

Option 3 - Participating commercial lenders identify in advance a group of borrowers, and together with 

the donors structure a risk mitigation facility covering a known specific group of borrowers.   Again, 

governments could provide payment guarantees.   

Option 4 - For companies serving public institutions, governments provide payment guarantees for 

specific institutions, rather than portfolio-based guarantees as in Options 2 and 3. This feature could be 

added to Options 1, 2 and 3 above, as needed.      

Figure 3.  Risk Mitigation Facility Options 
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